Proximity field nanopatterning of azopolymer thin films.
A method for inscribing surface relief gratings in azopolymer thin films via proximity field nanopatterning is reported. Azopolymers prepared by ring opening metathesis polymerization were cast as thin films and brought into conformal contact with transparent polydimethylsiloxane phase masks. Irradiation of the film surface through the phase masks induces mass transport of azopolymer that generates surface relief structures on the basis of the intensity modulation of the light by structures on the phase mask. The experimental images obtained matched well with those produced by optical simulation. A wide variety of structures could be inscribed in the film surface which depended on the molecular weight of the azopolymer and irradiation time. Control experiments conducted suggest that the process is entirely photonic and that the presence of the phase mask on the film surface did not affect the inscription process.